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Seismic velocity model building
Successful seismic migration and static corrections need high-quality data, proper geometry and accurate
velocity models. Iterative model building is a proven method of obtaining reliable velocity information.
High-resolution models can be achieved by determination of stacking velocities in seismic CMP-gathers.
One drawback of this method is the time- and resource-consuming procedure. Automated methods
provide the performance and flexibility to get a velocity model early on in the process. Migration Velocity
Analysis (MVA), seismic traveltime tomography (STT) and
refraction statics computation (RSC) are such methods. While
RSC produces a shallow velocity field, MVA and STT achieve
a velocity model over the whole data depth range. MVA
velocity models are best suited for migration, but MVA still
has an interactive component requiring user feedback. STT is
a fully automated procedure, delivering velocity models that
are suitable for statics calculation, dip-move-out, stacking
and migration.
AmsterdamPG has now integrated STT into its processing
workflow for velocity model building. Figures 1 and 2 show
two benchmark studies by AmsterdamPG where international
synthetic velocity models of great complexity were input for
modeling of seismic reflection data. First-arrival traveltimes
were then automatically picked in these BP-Amoco and Marmousi seismic datasets and then automatically
inverted for P-wave velocity. The figures show convincing STT results for both models, where the inital
velocity models are well retrieved. These inverted velocities are a good basis for subsequent processing
of the reflection datasets.
AmsterdamPG is constantly seeking out new technology to improve its seismic processing services,
making us the right partner for your imaging problems.
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